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By Fran Fleischer and Thomas Craugh well
Spring has come to MSC.
The frisbees have come out of their closets, the
students have deserted the Student Center lobby in favor
of the mall, the crocus and forsythia are in full bloom
and, as a new attraction, Cindy Long, candidate for the
AFT, has stood before the student population for two
days in a row and preached the gospel^of a
faculty-student alliance.
Though all of these things may symbolize spring, most
MSC students are concentrating on another aspect of the
season —the spring break.
Classes will end on Fri., April 1 and resume on Tues.,
April 12.
According to a spokesperson from the office of Irwin
Gawley, Vice President for Academic Affairs, the
decision to resume classes on Tuesday was influenced by
the fact that MSC did not make use of any “snow days”
this winter; thus the college calendar is actually
somewhat ahead of schedule.
> IjB
If, per chance, you come to school on Mon., Apr. 11,
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the only other people you’re likely to find here are
fellow dumrhies who didn’t read this article.
Sprague Library will be closed on Sun., Apr. 3 and
from Fri., Apr. 8 through Sun., Apr. 10. Ih e hours for
Apr. 4, 6 and 7 will be from 8.30 am to 4:30 pm, with
hours from 8:30 am to 10 pm on Apr. 5. Normal library
hours will resume on Mon., Apr. 11.
Webster, Stone, Bohn and Freeman Halls will be
closed over spring vacation. The dorms will close at 5 pm
tomorrow and will reopen on Mon., April 11 at noon.
The Clove Rd. Apartments, however, will remain open
next week.
Student Center activities will take a hiatus, too, with
the cafeteria, formal dining room, Rathskeller, game
room and the Center Shop closed for the week. Most
campus organizations have nothing scheduled during the
break.
However,; the campus religious organizations will be
observing the religious aspects of the season.
Next week is Holy Week on the Christian calendar.
The week’s religious observances commemorate the

passion, death and resurrection of Jesus Christ.
Father Kenneth Herbster of Newman House will be
conducting a variety of services, beginning with a Mass
on Palm Sunday, Apr. 3, in the Studio Theater at 11
am. A Holy Thursday Seder Supper and Mass will be
held, by reservation only, in the Life Hall Lounge at 7
pm.
Good Friday services will be held at 6 pm in Newman
House. Saturday, at 7 pm, Easter. Vigil services will be
conducted, also in Newman House. And on Easter
Sunday, an 11 am Mass will be offered in the Studio
Theater.
MSC’s Jewish, students will concurrently observe
Passover, the eight-day religious commemoration of the
exodus of the Jews from Egypt. The Jewish Student
Union (JSU) will conduct a Seder dinner that evening at
7 pm in Ballroom C. Passover begins at sundown on Sat.,
April 2 and concludes at sundown on Sun., Apr. 10.
So, if you want to use the library, remember the
correct schedule; if you’re going to Daytona, remember
the time your bus or plane leaves; and if you’re planning
to go to classes on Mon., Apr. 11, don’t.

Dorm Raid
Ousts Four

Will MSC
Blow Up?

By Bob Scherer
In an unprecedented disciplinary
action, a grievance committee has evicted
four Stone Hall residents from the dorm
for the remainder of the semester for
their participation in a frightening
trespassing spree into Webster Hall late
last month.
The four residents left their all-male
dorm the night of March 7 with
pillowcase^ over their heads, ran past the
Webster Hall desk to the second floor, scar
ing and angering several of the residents
in the all-female dorm.
After returning to Webster the same
night to apologize, the Stone residents
were „charged with trespassing by their
frightened victims and brought before the
grievance committee which issued the
decision.
Their names were officially withheld
by Lawton Blanton, Dean of Students.
Blanton explained that such information
could be potentially damaging to the
individuals involved and that lie did not
wish to jeopardize their future by
publicizing it.
Raymond Stover, Director of Housing,
called the eviction unprecedented as a
disciplinary measure because of the
“unique characteristics” of the situation.
“ It went beyond a mere trespassing
violation,” he said, “ Running wildly
through a women’s dormitory hallway,
knocking on
doors and wearing
pillowcases combined for- a highly
provocative act which violated the basic

(cont. on p. 10)

By Kevin Kesby J p

A F T SHOOTOUT: G ndy Long (left) A F T presidential candidate made her
feelings loud and clear to students in the Student Center mall Tuesday and
Wednesday afternoons. Marcoantonio Lacatena, the incumbent candidate, says
he has “no CAR to drive. ” Is an April talk-out at high noon in store fo r
students? Who knows - but MONTCLARION reporter Barbara Ponsi looks at
the candidates ’stands, page 7.

All the Presidents Men Cont.
Robert Macvane, Vice Provost, may become the fourth member of MSC •
President David W.D. Dickson’s informal cabinet if plans to create a new
administrative post —Vice President for Academic Services don’t fall through
because of what Macvane calls “semantics.” Part o f the continuing “Who Runs
MSC?”series, page 9.

Crazy Stories and Mad Fables
Last week, Mike Radtke and Mad Fables marked their return to MSC with a
performance' at the Rathskeller and the former dorm director took time out to
reflect on changes at MSC since he was a freshman in 1969. This week, Radtke
talks about making it in the music business. Part two, page 11.

Third MSC Carnegie Recital Flawless
Student and faculty musicians from MSC gave their third and final
performance in the Carnegie Recital series last Sunday. MSC art critic, Rich
Galasso, called it, “ Flawless in musicianship, unerring in vocal abilities and
diverse in the selection of compositions.” Review, page 20.

According to State Senator Anthony
Imperiale, MSC is sitting 6n a live
time-bomb which could cause a
“catastrophic explosion” at any time.
But MSC President David W.D.
Dickson says, “there is no such danger.”
The charges by Imperiale, an Essex
county independent, were prompted by a
contractor who lost a lawsuit, against the
college involving work that he did on
landfill in the quarry.
In a six-page statement released last
Friday, Imperiale said that campus utility
lines buried too close together are a
possible volatile combination.
He further charged college officials,
including Dickson -and Jerome Quinn,
Director of Institutional Planning, with
inaction in the matter and unconcern
over the safety of the campus
community.
Allegations were bought to Imperiale’s
attention by Lewis Carrino of Carripo
Contracting and Trucking Company of
Belleville.
Carrino said that a six-inch water main,
a six-inch gas main and six electrical
conduits are buried in the same trench
less than one-inch apart. Imperiale said
that engineering specifications require the
lines to be at least 18 inches apart and on
six-inch graduated elevations.
Carrino said that he made the
discovery while installing a fire hydrant
near Partridge Hall.
Imperiale described the problem like

(cont. on p. 3)
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Eager Students Man Telethon
As Alumni House Volunteers
By Ginny Agostinelli
You couldn’t find Jerry
Lewis, an electronic money
board or tears at the MSC
Alumni House last week but
what you could find were eager
students manning the phones
each night for the same purpose
as
n a tio n a lly
broadcast
fund-raising telethons.
A n n e tte
M astracchio,
Graduate ~ Assistant at the
Alum ni
Association,
said

enthusiastically,
“When
we
reached our original goal early in
the second week, we just knew
this was going to be the best
year. Then we boosted our goal
from $25,000 to $35,000. We
almost made it.”
The Association raised a grand
total of $32,919 in pledges,
almost 13,000 more than last
year, in the fourth annual
phonathon, which ran from
March 7 to last Thursday.

SHB| IPatebook r a n
TODAY, THURS., MARCH 31

,

MEETING: Economics .Club. Russ Hall lounge, 4 pm.
SEMINAR: Albert Seedman, former chief of detectives in New
York City. Sponsored by the Council on International and
NationarAffiars (CINA), Student Center Ballroom C, 1 pm.
EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING: College Life Union Board
(CLUB). Student Center Meeting Room 1, 5 pms
GENERAL BOARD MEETING: CLUB. Student Center
Meeting Room 1 ,4 pm. Executive Council elections.
PASSOVER DINNER: Sponsored by Jewish Student Union
(JSU). Student Center Ballroom C, 7 pm. $2.50 Reservations
only, pay in advance
FRIDAY, APRIL 1
BUS LEAVES: For CLUB-sponsored Daytona Trip.
MON., APRIL 4
GAY RAP SESSION: Sponsored by Image. Russ Hall Lounge
7 :30 pn\. Open to all.
BAKE SALE: Speech and Hearing d u b . Speech and Hearing
building, 9 am to 4 pm.
TUES., APRIL 5
MEETING: Conservation Club. Mallory 262, 3:30 to 4:30 pm.

V__________________ =

----------------- J

Student
volunteers- were
recruited to call MSC alumni for
pledges
and
several MSC
o rg a n iz a tid n s
participated.
Among them were the SGA,
College Life Union Board
(CLUB),
Latin
American
Student Organization (LASO),
Black Student Co-operative
Union
(BSCU),
several
fraternities and sororities and
th e
p h y sical
education
department.
“The students were great.
They handled the phone-calling
w ith o u t
any
problems,”
Mastracchio said with a smile.
“ Of course, there'were a few
alumni who didn’t care to give
any pledges.”
Since there are not enough
funds from the state, additional
monies
are
needed
for
Association-sponsored programs
such as scholarships, student
in te rn s h ip s ,
w o rk -stu d y
programs
and a monthly
publication for MSC alumni.
“ Actually, out of all the calls
made, only 20% produced
pledges. We aipied at getting a
minimum of $5 from each
person who was called.”
How do alumni beriefit“/
“Gifts to the Association are tax
d e d u c tib le ,”
M astracchio
explained. But there’s an added
plus: “ Alumni who gave from
$100 to $449 are entitled to
belong to the ‘Century Club.’
Those generous alumni who
pledged $500 or more will be
distinguished as members of the
‘Bell Tower Club’.”
“What helped us also were
‘M atch in g , G ifts ’ — several
hundred companies in the US
matched our total with their
em ployees’
pledges.
This
doubled the gift for us,” beamed
Mastracchio.

PLEDGE
MSC‘s ONLY Service Fraternity
•eyeglass d riv e — clothing drive,
blood d rive-fo ster child—scholarship.
-cam pus lost— -volunteer work*
and found
with orphans
—
used book store— — —

,CH!------ h o p B y

MORE

And See What We’re about!!!!!!

NO HAZING
P L E D G I N G S T A R T S A P R I L 12
D E T A IL S A T APO O F F IC E — L IF E H A L L

For A L L M SC Students - Faculty - Em *
AUTOMOTIVE

Think Radial . . . .

DIAGNASTIC

and look to the Leader

ANALYSIS

M IC H E U N

TUNE-UP
•'V'i'VWi' i'VY'w:VV v

WHITE BROS. TIRE SERVICE
Routes 46 & 80 Netcong, N.J. 07857
Budd Lake Exit o ff 80
westbound exit 26
Phone 347-2700
REGULAR HOURS: Monday to Friday 8:00 A.M. to
6:00 P.M. Saturday 8:00 A.M. to 2:00 P.M.

UHKAMfftlCMt

; Brakes - Shocks BEARi tfik m t End Alignment

Upon presenting your ID card at W HITE BROS., ypu w ill be given a
"Group Purchase" card identifying you and listing your special purchase prices;
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Bugliosi Insists Manson 9s
Girls "Killed With Gusto”
By Jean Arntz
The co-author' of Helter
Skelter put forth a rhetorical
question to his listeners: “How
did Manson gain such incredible
control of people’s minds? I
concede that Manson had the
inherent ability to dominate a
human
being like
Hitler,
whom Manson admired.”
Vincent Bugliosi, co-author
and chief prosecutor in the
Charles Manson trial, lectured in
Memorial
Auditorium
last
Monday night under the auspices
of the College Life Union Board
(CLUB) before an enthralled
audience of 450 people. ,
Bugliosi is credited with
personally gathering much of the
evidence which led to the
convictions of Charles Manson
and three members of his
“family.” '
“The very thought of young

girls being so vicious and
bloodthirsty, well, the average
mind can’t contemplate it,”
Bugliosi said. “It’s too horrible.”
Bugliosi
attributes
the
continuing interest in the
Manson murders to its bizarre
nature. In 1969, on August 9
and 10, seven people were shot,
stabbed, and bludgeoned to
death in Los Angeles. These
m urders
became
known
n atio n w id e
as
the
‘ ‘ T a t e-LaBianca
murders.”
Thereafter, a two-year drama
unfolded as the nation listened
in mounting horror to the tales
o f the Manson family.
Wearing a crisp business suit
and
bearing
an
uncanny
resemblance to comedian Bob
Newhart, Bugliosi spoke easily,
occasionally displaying a wry
smile, his hands resting lightly
on the podium

Adoptive Parents Party
The New Jersey Division of
Youth and Family Services’ First
Annual
Easter
Party
for
adoptable children will be held
this Sat., April 2, 1977, from
12:30 pm to 3:30 pm in
Ballroom A of the Student
Center.
Sponsored by the Division’s
Northern Regional Office in
cooperation with the College,
the party will be attended by 30
children from throughout the
State who are presently available
for adoption. Approximately 30
couples wishing to become
adoptive parents have also been
invited with the hope that they
may want to adopt a child they

meet at the party.
After
each
party
the
prospective parents are asked to
call the office regarding any
child about whom they would
like additional information.
A number of activities have
been planned for Saturday’s
party including a variety of
games with prizes. In addition,
the Easter Bunny will appear
and distribute gifts donated by
local businesses and industries to
the children.
For more information please
contact: Dominic Ingraffea of
the Foster Home and Adoption
Resource. Center in Paterson,
(201)345-9550.

_ The follow ing is a summary o f SGA actions at last Wednesday’s
SGA legislative meeting:
■ Maria Venuti, Legislator
and
B oard
m em ber,
announced that NJSA Day
has been set for Tues., April
19. NJSA Day will include a'
forum-type lecture set up.
■ Maryanne Preztunik, SGA
President, gave a report on
the March Board of Higher
Education
meeting
and
informed the SGA legislature
of TAG’S progress.
■ Latin American Student
Organization (LASO) was
granted a Class I Charter.
Quarterly’s Class I charter
was tabled. Vicky Smith,
SGA Legislator, requested
tJÈ.fcfvK&’

%

that an appeals procedure for
Quarterly or other refused
publications be clarified.
s
• Monies were appropriated
to the men’s and women’s
fencing teams and the
women’s track team for
national competition.
• Rich
Stipanovic, SGA
Legislator, introduced a bill
to have the various potholes ,
reparied on campus. The bill
was passed.
■ Preztunik introduced a bill
to have the Academic Affairs
Committee look into MSC’s
attendance policy and clarify
certain antiquities. The bill
was passed. ■ ~
^
%
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At one point during the
lecture though, a draft from
backstage blew’ the curtain
forward. Bugliosi swung around.
“There’s someone back there,”
he insisted, poking at the
material,
“ And
in
my
occupation, I’d better look.”
Prosecutor
Bugliosi
was
successful in obtaining death
penalties for all four defendants.
He was firm in his own
conviction that the Manson girls
had pre-existing hostility and ?
disposition to murder.
“Those girls killed for Manson
because they wanted to kill,”
Bugliosi asserted. “ They enjoyed
it. They killed with gusto.”
In 1972, the Supreme Court
voted to abolish the death
penalty, and the death sentences
were reduced to life-imprison
ment.
Today, all the members of the
hardcore fanatical following are\
in jail. Bugliosi doubts if
rehabilitation is possible. “ Even
if it was, if justice means
anything, I think they should
spend the rest of their lives
behind bars,” he said.
On Manson himself, Bugliosi
said, “Maybe there was a time
when he could have been
rehabilitated. Or maybe the
turmoil inside of him could have
been detected. But he was an
evil genius, and he could put on
the face people wanted to see.”
Bugliosi went on to stress that
Manson was unlike other killers.
“Most mass-murderers are of low
intellect, and flipped-out,” he
said. “ And without exception
they committed the murders
themselves. Manson got people
to kill for him by mere
suggestion.” N
Bugliosi thinks Manson was
also aided by the mood of the
times. In the late 60’s there was
a
feverish
crescendo
of
anti-establishment feelings, and
Manson borrowed heavily from
the fermentation.
In order to wholly dominate,
Manson relied on sex, drugs, and
his own preaching. “He dug into
people’s minds,” Bugliosi said in
obvious disgust. “ He said to the
Family, ‘Who told you not to
kill? The world is sick. Maybe
death is beautiful.’ Of course,
the hypocrisy is that Manson
fought very hard for his own
life.”
Though Manson is eligible to
apply for parole rfext year,
Bugliosi said he had no chance
of getting it. “Not for 25 years, I
think,” he said. “Hopefully and
quite possibly, he won’t ever get
out again.”

M O N T C L A R I O N / B o b Gulino

VINCENT BUGLIOSI: Co-author o f Helter Skelter at CLUB lecture.
Monday night.

Dickson Refutes
Explosive Charges
(cont. from p. 1)
this:
“The close proximity of these
utilities and the continued
blasting over this long period of
time may have already cracked
or separated all these, or any
two, of any one of these
utilities. Unfortunately, mixture
of any two of these can cause a
catastrophic explosion.”
Carrino first brought his
charges to the attention of
Quinn, who was handling the
development
project,
and
Dickson, then filed charges
against Quinn with the State
Board of Professional Engineers
and Land Surveyors.
On Feb. 17, the Board ruled
in favor of Quinn.
Imperiale labeled the decision
“a complete whitewash.”
Dickson’s statement said in
reply:
“ Lest recent press coverage
cause undue concern, I should
like
to
state
that
the
administration
of Montclair
State College has been alert for
some time to charges that a gas
line and a water line on campus
are so close together as to create
a
p o te n tia lly
explosive
condition. When the question
* arose we sought the counsel of
V S V t V . W . iV GEr n r

the State Division of Building
and Construction and were told
that there is no such danger.
Let me therefore assure all
members
of
the
college
community as well as other
interested individuals of this
fact,
and
emphasize
our
continuing concern for the
safety of all users of this
campus. f>
Quinn added that the college
is satisfied with the Division’s
report and doesn’t plan a further
investigation.
This isn’t Carrino’s first run-in
with MSC. His contract for
quarry
landfill work
was
terminated by the college in
September 1975 upon their
charge that he was negligent in
fulfilling the terms of the
contract.
Carrino fought the suit and
said to the MONTCLARION at
the time that he feit college
officials were “ Conspiring to
drive him out of business” .
He said “If necessary I will
take this to the Federal and
Surpeme Court.”

The case was finally settled
last June when the Passaic
County Superior court ruled in
favor of MSC and against
Carrino.
»2*4
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ìShuttle Stuttering Should Stop
Hollander : Yes
By Pamela Northart

T. Edward Hollander announced Sunday that he would
accept the position of Chancellor of Higher Education. Ralph
A. Dungan, who serves as Chancellor for two five year terms, is
leaving the post in July.
Hollander now serves as New York State Deputy Education
Commissioner. He will take a pay cut of $1800 at his new job
but will receive a free house in addition to the salary of
$43,500.
The State Board of Higher. Education, whiph selected
Hollander over 200 other applicants, gave Hollander 10 days
to accept or reject the job offer. Hollander accepted on the
ninth day.
Born ip Brooklyn, Hollander holds a PhD in economics
from New York University and is said to be an expert in his
field. During his years as University Dean of City University of
New York (CUNY), Hollander was instrumental in instituting
a master plan and in implementing the open admissions
program.
Dungan will leave his position prior to Hollander’s starting
date of July 1. He is expected to become the U.S. Director of
the Latin American Development Bank in the Carter
administration.

WPC Plans Primaries
William Paterson College (WPC) will hold a press conference
for SGA candidates this week. Die conference will- precede
primary elections on April 12 which will narrow the
four-person slate for SGA President down to two candidates.
At present the four candidates who have announced their
candidacy for SGA President are: Dave O’Malley, SGA Vice
President, Andy Chabra, former SGA Vice President, Elijiah
Jenkins, Student Mobilization Committee President and Betty
Coughlin, Student Activities Programming Board member.
O’Malley and Chabra are the expected winners for the SGA
primaries. O’Malley and Chabra opposed each other for the
position of SGA Vice President last year and O’Malley won by
a margin of 2 to 1.

Both shuttles are again in
working order -finally.
One shuttle was out for nearly
a month because of problems
w ith
the
brakes
and
transmission. Maintenance sent
out for parts to make repairs,
then discovered there was a leak
in fire transmission and had to
send the bus out to be fixed.
Students at the Clove Road
apartments have complained
that the shuttle bus route has
been changed to exclude stops at
the 300’s building beginning last
week.
Peter MacCagne, Assistant to
th e
Vice
President
of
Administration and Finance,
said shuttle drivers are only
being • asked to follow the
prescribed routes.
“When I took over the
shuttles, I found that the drivers
weren’t
sticking
to
the
prescribed stops and were
picking up students anywhere
along the route. And so we
issued a dictum, if you will,
listing the stops the shuttle
would make. If a driver is caught
straying from the prescribed

Workshop
The Second Careers Club will
sponsor a workshop on “Women
in the Professions” on Sat., April
16, from 9am to 4pm in the
Student
Center , ballrooms.

Exams Before Xmas
The Rutgers University Senate and the Administration is
'considering holding final exams before Christmas next year.
Rutgers presently operates under a systenfwhereby students
leave the campus for a week of vacation and come back to
take finals in January. Two possible alternatives are being
considered: lengthening class periods for the entire semester or
starting classes earlier in the year.

jRutgers Fights Cancer)
Students at Rutgers University are prepping for the annual
Cancer Marathon that will be held again this April.
Last year, the Marathon raised $45,000 for the American
Cancer Society.
Organizations, clubs, sororities and fraternities combine
their efforts every year in raising money to fight cancer. ~
Fund-raising culminates in mid-April with a dance
marathon, put on by students who receive pledges to dance for
a 24-hour period.

TSC Drops Pass/Fail
The Academic' Policy Committee ^ t Trenton State College
made a decision last week to drop the Pass/Unsatisfactory
grade option from the grading system at TSC.
-Reasoning behind the drop was that TSC students were
abusing the system and doing little work in elementary courses
rather than using the option to expand their horizons.

tried to devise some way of
letting students know when the
shuttles aren’t working, but as
yet there is no feasible way of
doing this.”

Elegant cruise ship or luxurious
car ferry...
.^ th s ty k
^ K

a r a g c o t g e * ^ 1
No other cruise line offers
more ancient sites, more
modern excitem ent and
unsurpassed luxury —
and Karageorgis does it
w ith style—aboard the
superb 23,000 ton Navarino,
form erly the Gripsholm.

Experience the ancient splendor
of Greece—Olympia. Mycenae,
Epidaurus. Delos. Delphi, Mt.
Athos—plus four of the world's most exotic cities: Athens, Dubrov
nik, Istanbul and Venice, Aboard the beautifully refurbished
Navarino. From Venice alternate Saturdays or Piraeus alternate
Tuesdays. 14 ports in 14 days, and Karageorgis does it with style.

Relax aboard the 16,000
ton Mediterranean Sea or
Mediterranean Sky. The
convenient, luxurious way
to take a car to Greece.
Sailing from Ancona, the
nearest port to the center of
Europe year round. Sailing
to Patras—the ideal gateway
to Greece in 34 hours direct,
or 35 hours via Corfu.
Four convenient sailings per
week through the Summer.
Two a week in Winter. From
either end. Luxury cruise liner
— ------- —
■
wmmaamm standards of accomodations,
cuisine and service, with the convenience o f your car on board.
And there's a bonus 30% reduction for students.

@¡1 KARAGEORGIS L IN E S
See an expert - your travel agent — or for more information
contact: karageorgis Lines. 1350 Avenue of the Americas
New York, N .Y . 10019 Telephone: 1212) 582-3007

All vessels are of Greek Registry.

Jewish Student Union
sponsors

Wednesday, Apm il-P o u rth Floor
________ Student Center Meeting Rooms 1 and 2

ii:00-i2:0G Qr Edward Aronow and
Professor Victor Garibaldi " A Psycho logical Perspective on the Holocaust ”
Hi Dr. Eva Fleischer " The Holocaust:
Meanings and forms of Resistence ”
Professor Michael Kogan¡acKground to the Holocaust: — |
A History of European Anti-Semitism ’’
All Welcome
S.

L

roule once, he gets a warning;
twice and he loses his job.”
There is still no way to notify
students when shuttles are not
running. MacCagne said, “We’ve

MOÑTGLARION/ThüiSv, Parèli''?!,197? 5.

Spring Brings Liberal Studies
To All Retired Professionals
By Sylvia Endick

M O N T C L A R IO N /T im o th y C oste llo

THEY WANT BLOOD: Volunteer donates blood in the APO Blood
Drive Wednesday. Blood Drive continues today until 4
pm.

MSC will introduce a program
of Liberal Studies for Retired
Professionals (LSRP) this spring
to provide retired professionals
with
an
opportunity
for
intellectual stimulation and
interaction with other retired
professionals,
according
to
Kathy Manko, Director of the
program.
“One man who was Vice
President for a stock brokerage
firm in New York City will lead
‘The
Money
System’ and
‘Investments.’ A retired physicist
will lead a group on nuclear
energy,” Manko said, citing
examples.
“ LSRP' will give retired
professionals an opportunity to
continue to use and discover
creative talents,” she continued.
The program is part of the
Resource
Center
for
Practitioners in the Field of
Aging at MSC. Manko, a 1974
graduate of MSC, is also the
coordinator of the Center.
“ LSRP is open to any
professional
person already
retired or planning to retire
within a year or two,” Manko

Orleans- Style Burgers
Seafood

explained. The program begins
on Mon., April 11.
The
program
will
be
comprised of study groups led
by
r e ti re d
professionals
themselves. These leaders will
share their expertise in a
particular subject with the
group.
The study groups will focus
on current affairs, political
theories,
language
studies,
literature, the arts and nutrition.
Special workshops and forums
will also take place, Manko said.
Each group will have 1.0-12
members.
“A resource bank of the
members’
experience . and
abilities will be maintained for
those participants who wish to
share their expertise with the
extended college community,”
Manko explained.
LSRP members will be given
IDs which will permit them to
use various campus facilities and
to attend college events either
without charge or at a reduced
rate. They will also be eligible
for a college travel program
which offers trips at a reduced
rate.

LSRP will be open year-round
and the
annual
fee for
participation is $100. Presently,
there are only a few programs of
this kind being offered in the
entire country.
Manko said that MSC students
could utilize the program. She
said that students who have an
interest in a certain area could
receive advice and perhaps aid in
career planning -from the
participants. “These people have
a great deal to offer,” Manko
stressed.
So far, LSRP has 25 members.
Manko
ant ici pat es
100
participants by June.
“The program will give
individuals an opportunity to
utilize . their skills, learn and
socialize with other individuals,”
Manko predicted.
The professional categories,of
the program she hopes will be
represented inçlude: marketing,
merc hand is ing ,
education,
advertising,
ac co un t in g,
personnel, management, science,
technology,
social sciences,
architecture, engineering, law ,.
religion, arts, music, medicine
and dentistry.

Country- Style Chicken
Hours: ll-10pm Sat.- Thurs.
11-1 lpm F ri.-Sun.

Bar-B-Qued Ribs

:j|ofcWith this ad or college ID any beverage FREE with purchase of any chicken, sandwich, or platter order.
Offer good through 4/16
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The Committee of Seniors
PRESENTS

Bids On Sole April 18 - 20

JfjJ^

W est O ran ge

10 am - 7 pm

M ay 5 , 1977

2nd floor student center

8 p m - 1 am

SENIORS O N L Y ! ! ! !
( I.D. per person - 2 I.D.'s per senior)

You're Going to be an Alumnus Party
|

Student Center Ballrooms

l

Senior Reception

I

Thursday, M ay 12, 1977

f.

7:00 pm - 9:00 pm
sp o n so red b y th e N ew A lu m n i

C om m ittee o f th e M SC A lu m n i A sso ciatio n
SENIORS ONLY

Commencement Ceremony

Thursday, May 26 - 3:30 pm Spraque Field
RAINDATE:

Friday, May 27
Anyone who has not recieved information concerning CAPS and GOW NS
or C O M M EN C EM EN T: Please come up to the OFFICE OF STU D E N T A C TIVITIES
4th floor, Student Center, and fill out on order blank by APRIL 12 ,19 77

MO>^LÁkl0Ñ/Tbiufs!;'M¿cÍi^í', 1977

Cindy: Outspoken Advocate o f More Active Union
By Barbara Ponsi
Cindy Long refuses to give up.
The assistant professor of
political science asserts that the
Amer ican
Federation of
Teachers (AFT) needs fresh,
stimulating leadership and —in
her
second
challenge to
M a r c o a n t o n i o “ Lac at ena,
incumbant AFT President —she
is determined to provide it.
An active member of the AFT
since coming to MSC in 1972,
Long reasoned, “People should
always
be
involved in
organizations that have a strong
-effect on their lives.”
“I’ve always been an_activist
and a strong trade unionist,” she

added.
While 'Lacatena has singled
out Long’s readiness to take
w hatever
political
action
necessary to achieve favorable
results in higher education areas
as the principle difference
between them, Long insists that
the key. divergence exists in their
respective Styles of structuring
the union.
“The union shouldn’t be a
one-man show,” Long pointed
out. “I want to see that we have
active, functioning coimittees
and
rely . on
increased
participation of the membership
at large. The primary issue is the
kind of union members want.”

Long
attributes
the
responsibility of lobbying at the
state level to the State AFT
«

“The union
shouldn’t be a
one-man show.”
Council, with the Local directing
its
concern
to
campus
occurrences.
Each
campus
administration has discretion in
personnel decisions, admissions
standards and curriculum, Long
noted.
“At the present, there has

Marco: Middle of the Roader
By Barbara Ponsi

He’s been a member of unions
for most of his working life and
was instrumental in organizing
an American Federation of
Teachers (AFT) Local at MSC in
1968, so it’s not surprising that
Marcoantonio Lacatena has had
a strong hold on the AFT
presidency few the past nine
years
with
virtually
no
challenge —until now.
Cindy Long is the challenger
for. the top union position in the
upcoming AFT elections. She
was defeated by a 102-80 vote
when she ran against him for the
first time last spring.
“I have no CAR to drive,” he
quipped, referring to Long’s
involvement in the Committee
Against Racism.
According to Lacatena, a
fundamental difference “ in the
philosophies
of
the
two
candidates involves the most
effective strategy for fighting
. cutbacks in higher education.
For him, there is an insoluble
conflict between reliance on
traditional methods of lobbying
and collective bargaining and
more intense political activities.
Lacatena believes strongly
that, in the long-run, the most
favorable results come from the
former.
“ Let’s face it, the Sixties are
over,”
Lacatena
asserted.
“ Constant agitation on campus
is a political tool and its
constant use would not be
tolerated by society, ft would
lead to the curtailment of
monies for education. One must
deal with the times he’s in and
adjust his methods accordingly.”
“We have a real obligation to
enforce our contract in a legal
manner,”
he
emphasized,
pointing put that if the union
was used as a platform for
spreading certain political ideas
the president and all its members
would be liable.
He pointed out that neither
he nor Jhis slate of candidates

uses the union as a tool for
advancing external interests, ’
adding that the AFT was a
“respected voice in state affairs
because of its business-like,
moderate stance.”
Lacatena’s themes in molding
the structure and philosophy of
the union have been establishing
the dignity and independence of
MSC faculty, using collective
bargaining
and
traditional
grievance channels to settle
disputes and maintaining a stable
climate at intervals in contract
negotiations.

“I have no
CAR to drive.”

Lacatena pointed out that the
AFT Local at MSC must act “in
concert” with the other state
colleges. “ Our policies must be
statewide to be efficient,” he
said.
“I always try to work with
students through designated
representatives of legitimate
campus organizations, though I
don’t make any promises that
can’t
be kept,”
Lacatena
explained,
“We are partly motivated out
of self-interest and this is not to
be
denied
us,”
Lacatena
-asserted.' “There’s no reason why
there can’t be a healthy mixture
of self-interest and altruism.”

been virtually no union activity
very, directly affect us since it
on campus,” she criticized.
could mean a lot of us lose our
“There is no excuse for it. The
jobs.”
members should be mobilized
Long pointed
out that
and
th e
c o m m i t , t ees
although “one should always be
activated —there is plenty going
diplomatic,” she was not afraid
on right here - on campus that
o f conflict and would take
affects all of us and concrete
whatever steps necessary, with
activity is needed to make
the consent of the union
people aware of that.”
members, she stressed.
.She has said repeatedly that
L a “ Fighting racism is something
informational
forums
and
that a union should do,” she'
periodic press conferences would
said, referring to Lacatena’s
become regular events under her
criticism of her involvement in
leadership.
the Committee Against Racism
Formation
of
a
(CAR) and using the union to
Faculty-Student
L iasion
advance her “external” interests.
Committee has also been
- “I’m not a one-dimensional
proposed by Long as a means of
person and I belong to a lot of
f os ter ing
c o m m un i ca ti o n
organizations,” Long said. “I
between the two groups and
think it (involvement in CAR)
presenting a united front against
qualifies me more to be union
the state.
president
because
I ’m
The'committee would consist
approaching
the
position
with
a
of rank and file students and
broader perspective.”
faculty, Long added.
She
charged
Lacatena’s
“ Our working conditions are
singling out of her CAR
th e
stu d e n ts'5
worki ng
conditions,” she pointed out, involvement was a form of
“red-baiting.”
referring to student benefits
“ My agenda is not at all
provided by a faculty union.
“Most of the cutbacks are hidden and it’s ludicrous that I
should even be accused ©f that,”
directed towards students and an
she added.
alliance would bring as many
Gains made in collective
people as possible on one side
bargaining are not due to the
when we struggle against them.”
of
the
negotiators,
“Education is political; there’s skill
according
to
Long
but are a
no getting away from it,”: Long
“function of the political
stated. “ Right now, there is a
nationwide attack on cheap, climate and one’s political
readily
available education. clout - measured to the extent
Larger
issues of selective •that your employer believes you
admissions standards and racism will carry out your threats.”

Jan Wodynski
Dance Company

Elaborating
on
t he
importance of faculty autonomy
in economic, social and political
areas,
Lacatena
explained,
“ Teachers . need
the
independence and dignity that
should be passed on to
students —they can’t pass on
what they don’t possess. There is
no question that the teacher is a
model to his students,” Lacatena
continued, “and you can’t try to
serve as an example for
independence and autonomy
and be a milktoast.”
While pointing out that,
often, an independent status is
n6t always something conferred
“willingly” by an employer, he
emphasized, “ This does not
imply that there is or should be
continual
warfare
with
employers. No matter how
well-intentioned
they
are,
employers move where the
pressure on them is greatest.
Only in a union can employees
exert a counter-pressure.”
Lacatena is in Trenton at least
one day a week, lobbying with
s tat e
representatives
and
attending to union matters.

Tickets
bought for
Classical, Jazz, or sprincf.^ .
Dance series are at a
discount and group rates an
available for all events.
Make Checks payable to: 'M ontclair State College/ Events Series'
and m ail to Gallery One, M ontclair State College, Upper M ontclair,
N.J. 07043. Seating is by general admission: $1.50 for M ontclair
y students $2.50 standard. —- 8 ¿30 PM Memorial Auditorium — f
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PILGRIM MEDICAL GROUP INC.
A CLINIC FOR

LASO: Everyone Welcome

By Irene McKnight

The annual Latin Week
sponsored
by
the
Latin
American Student Organization
(LASO) is scheduled for Tues.,
April 12,, when students and
teachers resume classes, until
Sat., April 16.
Latin Week will kick off the
week with a film and.end it with
a Latin Dance that Saturday
night.
Jose
Antonio
Moreno,
Chairperson of LASO’s Latin
Week, described the aims of
Latin Week as twofold: First,
Moreno said, Latin Week will
expose the MSC campus to Latin
American
culture
through
literature, music and dance.
Second, Latin Week will help
unify the MSC campus through
the planned activities.
Moreno noted that the
activities planned for Latin Week
will cost LASO a minimal
amount of money.
“Many -of the professionals
who are involved in Latin Week
are not charging a fee because
they feel that our goal of
promoting the Latin American
culture is important,” Moreno
said.
Moreno is hoping that
n on -La ti n
students
will

ABORTION SERVICES
Free Pregnancy Test, Examination and Counselling

participate in the Latin Week living in New York City.
activities. He feels that MSC
An exhibit of Latin American
students should be more aware art will be on display Thurs.,
of Latin culture. “The stronger April 14 in Ballroom A of the
LASO is, the stronger we are Student Center. On Fri., April
personally,” Moreno added/
15, a Latin American Concert
In addition to the opening ■ will be presented in Memorial
film Martin Fierro^ the story Auditorium a t >8 pm.
of Argentinian gauchos, Latin
Latin Week ends Sat., April
Week will also include a lecture 16 with a Latin Dance in the
on “Latin American Influence Life .Hall Cafeteria, featuring
on
European
Literature” disco music, free food and
Tuesday. The lecture will be refreshments for a $1 admission
given by Vincenzo Bolletino, a fee for students and $2 for
professor
in
M S C ’s guests.
Spanish/Italian department.
All -MSC students are invited
On Wed., April 13, a play La to attend the Latin Week
Piedra Preciosa■ (The Pretty
activities, which can serve as
Gem) will be presented by both a learning and social
LASO. Moreno wrote the play, experi ence
for
everyone
which will deal with Hispanics involved.

Campus Election
The MONTCLARION and
Council on International and
National Affairs (CINA) will
conduct a campus poll on the
candidates in the upcoming SGA
Executive Board elections when
petitions become available on
Fri., April 15.
All candidates who take but
petitions that day will be
included in the survey findings

746-1500

3 9 3 B loom field A v*., M ontclair, N .J. 0 7 0 4 2
N.J. State Licensed Abortion Facility

From April 1 through June 14, you can fly roundtrip from
New York to Luxembourg for only $410.
T h afe$ 8 9 less than the youth fare you’d pay on any
other scheduled airline. (From Chicago you pay $458 and
save $103.) All you have to do is be under the age of 24.
There are no booking restrictions. And no skimping on
meals or service. Because we give you the same service
you’d get from other airlines, without the same high costs.
So, if you’re not flying Icelandic to Europe, you’re
spending more than you have to. _
We’ll give, you the best deal.

Save *89 on jet fares
to Europe and book
any tim e you want.

Poll

to be published in the Thurs.,
April
21
issue
of
the
MONTCLARION.
An updated poll, including
new entries in the SGA races and
changes due to candidates
dropping out, will be printed the
following week, Thurs., April
28. The
Executive Board
elections are scheduled to run
from Mon., May 2 through Wed.,
May 4.

Icelandic Airlines, Dept. #CN
630 Fifth Ave., N.Y., N.Y. 10020
See your travel agent. Or call toll free: (800) 555-1212.
Please send information on all Icelandic’s low-cost fares to Europe,
Name
Address
City

State

Zip

F ares su bject to change and g o v 't, a p p ro va l.

.J

Icelandic

Lowest Jet fares to Europe of any scheduled airline.
7r

<s>'

G IN A

CINA

AND

present

BSCU

NATIONAL

A LE X HALEY( Author of the Best Seller "ROOTS7)

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*

*
*
*
*
*
*

*

Admission : $2.00 with MSC I D
$2.50- MSC Alumni
$3.50- Non-students
W ednesday
JB PM
Panzer Gym

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

* * * À /k t

*
*
*
*

*
*
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Radtke’s Mad Fable: Still Playin’ in the Band
By Rich Figel
It was the first day of the fall
semester in 1974 and the first
night of freshman orientation.
The Rathskeller, wasn’t open, so
restless frosh roamed the
campus.
Reports trickled bade to
Stone Hall from Panzer Gym
that there Was a band playing
there and they “kind of sound
like the Grateful Dead, man.”
Most bands would relish such
analogies but Mad Fables isn’t
like most bands. They don’t
want to be compared to anyone.
The band that played that
freshman orientation in 1974
has gone through changes and
has grown in many ways since
then. Two weeks ago, Mad
Fables
returned
to
the
Rathskeller. And with their
return, Mike Radtke, former
Webster Hall dorm director,
enjoyed a personal homecoming
of sorts.
- Radtke, songwriter, vocalist
and keyboards player for Mad
Fables, reflected on the band’s
progress in their three years
together: “People used to come
up to us and say, ‘you guys
sound like the Dead, man.’ Now
they’re telling us we sound like a
lot of different groups,” he
deadpanned. It’s not easy being
a new band playing original
material and trying to get jobs
these days; nobody knows it
better than Radtke.
“We were proud to be an
original band —and starving. But
we were making a living out of
music,” he recalls. Radtke stands
about 6,’4 inches and looks
somewhat trimmer then he did
in his days as a dorm director
pursuing his m a s te r's 1973.
That’s when the band first
took shape. Radtke, who comes
from Westwood, already knew
bass player Jeff Hayes when he
began school here. In the
summer of ‘73, Hayes brought
up a friend of his from South
Jersey, a rhythm guitar player.
The
f r i e n d — Rich
Rheiner —introduced them to
Mike Dungan, the lead guitarist.
In 1974 the band got a house
in Belleville, where Radtke says
they “lived like a poor farm.”
A year and a half /ago, the
band moved again. This time
they had some financial backing
from
the
Richm ond
Organization,
a
publishing
company, which enabled them to
get a house in Hampton.
“We started making a name
for ourselves down south. But

you have to remember, we were
young men. We were jtill
crystalizing the Mad Fables
sound,” he said.
Yet the index of success for
any band must certainly be
measured by their recordings.
Every group wants that hit
record but the musiq business is
an unsympathetic, one. Mad
Fables is still waiting.
“Record companies don’t

want tQ make a hit. They want
to buy a hit,” he explained.
“People who are into us,” he
says, “I don’t see as being
typical MSC people.” Noting the
“middle-of-road tastes” when he
went there, Radtke ventured a
guess,
“I
imagine
Peter
Frampton is a demigod around
here.”
Whatever Mad Fables is, it is
not middle-of-the-road. Most

people like them a lot or not at
all. In the search for their own
sound they’ve borrowed from
rock, country-rock, blues and
j azz
influences,
making
categorization an exercise in
futility.
Fables moved back to this
area just recently and Radtke
now has his own publishing
company, Racky’s Rhapsodies,
to copyright Mad Fables songs.

He’s -also working on a lyric
book of their songs and helps
put
out
a
ldw
budget
newsletter/magazine publication
which gets sent out to a growing
mailing fist.
Does he miss MSC? “I miss
the people.” Asked what the
“real” world was like, he gave a
typical Radtke response: “There
is no real world.” And then he
just laughed.

Hie
chalenge
Your challenge is to discover words o f you go. You m ay not use tw o o f the same
four letters in this pentagon. Discover letters in any one w o rd .lf you can m ake
them by follow ing the straig h t lines to 3 0 w o rd s o r m o re, y o u ’ve m et th e
and from th e letters, form ing w ords as challenge.

H

When there’s a challenge,
quality makes the difference.
We hope you have some fun with the challenge.
There’s another challenge we’d like to offer you, too.
The Pabst challenge:
We welcome the chance to prove the quality of
our beer. We challenge you to taste and compare
Pabst Blue Ribbon t6 any other premium beer. You’ll
like Pabst better. Blue Ribbon quality means the best
tasting beer you can get. Since 1844 it always has.

PABST Since 1844.The quality has always com e through.
©1977 PABST BREWING COMPANY Milwaukee. Wis . Peoria Heights. I l l . Newark. N J.. Los Angeles. C a lif. Pabst. Georgia
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Doomsday
At MSC?
State Senator Anthony Imperiale’s claims that MSC may
blow sky high are totally unfounded. In the opinion of the
MONTCLARION there is no danger and a further
investigation is not warranted.
The situation of the buried utility lines has been known
since 1971. MSC officials consulted the State Division of
Buildings and; 'Construction and Public Service. Both
assured the College that the cables were not unsafe.
According to Jerome Quinn, Director of Institutional
Planning, a greater space between utility lines js only
desirable for easier repair and better pipe support; the
pipes’ safety is not an issue.
Furthermore, Imperiale’s concern that continued quarry
blasting can irrevocably damage the underground lines and
possibly set off an explosion is not valid, as Houdaille
Quarry ceased all operations last December.
The MONTCLARION wonders why Lewis Carrino, who
brought the allegations to Imperiale’s 'attention, waited
almost four years before making the situation publicly
known. Could the fact that the College last year cancelled
his contract for quarry landfill work have prompted his
recent charges?
Rest assured, MSC is here to stay.

More Than Pranks
College goofs and pranks have existed since the
institution itself came into being. They are part of the
rowdy, fun-loving attitude of students and most times
merely raise a few laughs.
Occasionally, however, students get carried away and
pranks become more than pranks. When they begin to
threaten the security and peace o f mind of other students
the laughter suddenly becomes anger.
Clearly, the four MSC students who ran through
Webster Hall with pillowcases on their heads Tit into the
latter category. By entering a dorm against regulations and
scaring many of the female residents, they exceeded the
limits of prankdom and deserve punishment. It was a
foolish action and is rightfully condemned.
However, in the past students who have pulled
first-offense trespassing pranks normally have been put on
probation, not expelled from their dorins. Why is eviction
suddenly the best possible answer? Could it be that the
racial implications prompted the Grievance Committee to
make this decision?
The MONTCLARION doesn’t feel that there was any
racist intent to the incident. No doubt pillowcases were
the only handy concealment for the four students when
they decided to raid the female dorm. The Ku Klux Klan
allegations against them tend only to sensationalize an
already troublesome incident.

ST U D E N T S

SPEA K j;

Students Back Cherry
What do you think o f Dr. Robert Cherry? Do yo u think that he should be rehired or fired?

By Sharon Beron and Maureen Baker
“ As long as he allows others the right to state
their opinions without affecting grading, by all
means he should be allowed to teach. Every
teacher brings his beliefs into the
way he lectures. I feel this is fine,
providing he doesn’t impose his
beliefs on students.”
Myra Gomez
uncom mitted¡1980

“Yes he should be rehired because it is the right
of the student to be exposed to a wider range of
philosophies and ideas in the field of economics,
c o mp ar e d
to
wha t
is
conventionally taught. Students
have the choice to drop the
course if they don’t like what he
is teaching.”
Peter Waggoner
physical education/1978

“Invmost departments in this college students
receive a very monolithic view. We need radical
thinkers as much as we need conservative thinkers
to provide the students with a balanceTxrtheir
education. If Cherry is fired i f will
be just another rape of the
student’s freedom of choice at
MSC.”
Mike Powers
psychology/19 78

“I don’t think Cherry should be fired. He’s just
presenting the students With another economic
point of view. It’s his freedom of
speech to offer different kinds of
information and students have the
academic freedom to accept or
reject it.”
Sandy Venturo
English/197fr

“ From what I understand from students who
have had Dr. Cherry, he is an extremely intelligent
and operuminded individual. Cherry has also
published several articles but he may be thrown
out because of his political beliefs (at least that is
the issue under the surface). Cherry merely offers
the views"of both capitalism and
communism and leaves it for the
students to decide, in no way.
trying to influence their decisions. I
I personally believe that it would |
be a mistake to let him go.’*
Gary Weiss
history¡1978

“I think- he’s a very good teacher and I see no
^reason to have him fired. I had him for economics
and learned a great deal from him.
I don’t sed what the fuss is. They
should get rid of the teachers who
don’t know what they’re teaching
first.”
James Daly
business administration/1978

“I don’t think he should be fired because I
think that students are able to handle what he has
to contribute to his economic
students aren’t being brainwashed
into accepting any of his
theories —he’s
just
offering
another side to the field.”
Vinnie Lombardozzi
chem istry/1980

“I’m a history major so I don’t know him that
well but I hear the students like I
him and he presents a different
view. Why not? He isn’t bothering
anyone.”
James McGrath
history/1979

Cherry : In Defense of Himself
'

By Robert Cherry

Gerald LeBoff is Chairperson of the
Board of Trustees of MSC. At the
December Board meeting he stated:
“ Robert Cherry is being fired because we
understand he has been teaching radical
economics, which he was not hired to
do.” He did not retract this statement at
the March Board meeting, when called to
account for it by Grover Furr, Professor
in the English department. LeBoff lamely
said his comment was “taken out of
context.” He seemed very angry that Furr
had criticized him for making it in the
first place and had drawn the obvious
conclusion that I was being fired for my
anti-racist political activity.
But let me concentrate upon MSC
President David W.D. Dickson. In his note
explaining his negative decision in step
ope of my grievance, he gave two reasons
for firing me. First, “my colleagues
allege” I< do not teach economics
competently. Dickson knows this is false.
Only three of my colleagues allege this.
All their charges were refuted at the
grievance hearing. In addition, a student
testified that she had been prompted by
Margaret Reilly-Petrone to write a false
letter accusing me of poor teaching, a
letter which she retracted at the hearing!,
Even though the hearing officer

ignored this evidence, he did find that the
grievance procedure had been violated.
But Dickson does not even refer to this
violation in his note.
Second,- Dickson stated that my
“relations with my colleagues had
reached a point of no return,” hinting
that he considers this my fault. Many
faculty believe that my case is basically a
matter of “personality conflict.” But, as
Dickson knows, the evidence is otherwise.,
Of the three faculty in my department
who are attacking me, one will be retiring
soon. A Tourth gave me a very good,
teaching evaluation this year. I have
excellent personal relations with the
majority of my departmental colleagues.
So Dickson’s statement is false. He is
not firing me in order to avoid
“institutionalizing” bad relations within a
small department. Why, then?
Dickson refuses to speak to me or to
interested faculty or students about my
case. He claims he cannot do so “while
the case is in grievance.” This is a lie.
Dickson has both spoken out and written
on my case while it has been in grievance.
In each instance, he has taken a position
against me. My evidence is the following.
First, Dickson refused to appear on last
week’s WMSC program with me to discuss
my case. But he did tell the station that
my “statements about my student
evaluations were incorrect.” This is an

important issue in mygrievancewhich is
It is clear that Dickson has no qualms
still pending.
whatsoever about “commenting” on my
A slip? Consider the next two case or even taking sides against me. He
examples, both of which concern only refuses to do so anywhere I or
Dickson’s letters' to the Committee on someone else knowledgeable about my
Political Discrimination of the American case might respond to .him! He will not
Economics Association (AEA).
comment then at Trustees meetings, on
Second, on Feb. 5, Í976, Dickson
WMSC or to groups of faculty or
wrote Kenneth Arrow of the AEA students.
Committee. In this letter he commented
I contend that at MSC under Dickson,
on my cáse while it' was in grievance,
“academic freedom” exists for racist blit
despite his pious claims that he “can’t do
not for anti-racists. I contend that
this.” Further, he prejudged my case on
Dickson is firing me because. I have been
an important point. He stated, “I want to
active in fighting the growing racism at
assure you that this administration feels
MSC and because I do so openly, not
t h a t here are no grounds whatsoever for
behind closed doors, where matters
C h e r r y ’s
claim
t hat
political
embarrassing to Dickson can be safely
discrimination had any part in the adverse
hidden from the world.
comments made by his own peers and by
My student evaluations are excellent.
the administration.” But Dean Cohen’s My publication ljst is the longest in the
letter of non-reappointment had stated department. My PAC violated standard
that
t he
Personnel
Advisory procedure.
Committee(PAC) fired me because they
This is ndt an attack upon me alone . It
contend a certain content had to be
is an attack on every progressive
taught and in a certain order! So much
anti-racist faculty member on this campus
for “academic freedom.”
and upon all who believe that
Third, on Jan. 25, 1977, Dickson'
state-appointed administrators should
wrote Gerald Somers of the AEA
not be allowed to determine what can
Committee, enclosing Suresh Desai’s
and what cannot be taught.
reply to my accusations of political
suppression. Again, while mygrievance
was pending, he stated: “I find Desai’s
Dr. Robert Cherry is a professor o f
response very thorough and very
economics a t MSC.
factual... ”.

First-Hand Facts are Fundamental
By Scott Hess

In response to a letter to the editor last
week, in support of Dr. Robert Cherry, I
would like to present some firsthand facts
that I feel are both fair and honest on this
controversial subject.
It is my belief that in order to speak on
an issue one must possess firsthand
knowledge and not make a judgment
based on hearsay or rumor. The mere fact
of taking a course, other than the course
in question, leaves too much room for
undocumented opinion instead of
opinion based on pure fact and
experience.
Presently I am enrolled in Cherry’s
“Principals of Microeconomics” and last
semester I had him for macroeconomics.
The problem has been that the material
’covered in his course was supposedly not

Press Box
Advisor

sufficent preparation and the basic
fundamentals were not covered in
macroeconomics. I have spoken to many
“deprived” economics students that have
had Cherry and they have stated that
Cherry’s diversity of outlook has better
prepared them for their field. Different
views along with the basic fundamentals
can only enhance an education.
''T f e e l I have not been deprived of the
basic fundamentals that are taught in this
course. I have been able to apply the
other side of the story to my other
courses and can be more critical when
interpreting a subject.
Cherry offered another side of the
economics picture: the anti-racist point
of view. It was left totally up to the
student to decide for himself. Is an
unpressured observance of a view on a
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subject wrong? The mere living in our
country and abiding by its laws is proof

“What is at stake is
the student’s right
to choose an
alternate view
of a subject.”

f

have been fair and the standard of his
presentation of the material manifested
itself in my ability to apply that
knowledge to a total comprehension of
the economic and business world. The
tests required an interpretation of
material and not a mere regurgitation of
the facts.
Cherry’s courses have been very
popular. What is at stake is the student’s
right to choose an alternate view of a
subject. This school’s purpose is
enrichment and preparation of its
students for the future. The suppression
A:
of ideas and knowledge defeats this goal.

enough to allow for the exchange of new
and different ideas and theories.
Cherry’s exams, from my experience,

, Scott Hess is a sophomore business
major. —
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Racism Implied by Pranksters
By Robert Quintyne
On March 7 a group of young men
from Stone Hall who felt “an abundance
of energy” decided to pull what they felt
was “just a prank.” The women of
Webster were the victims.
The young men wore hoods made from
white pillow cases with the eyes and
mouths cut out. They entered the dorm
and ran past the young lady at the desk
and the security guard, who later stated
that there were too many fcSr her to
catch. They approached the second floor
of Webster Hall, which has the largest
percentage of black women.

••• one of the black
women of Webster
returned from dinner
to find “K K K
along with a racial
slur, scratched on
her door.”

The hooded men ran through the hall
knocking on the doors of the residents.
Five young black women who were
visiting a friend were the first to be
terrorized by these individuals. The
young women saw these hooded men as
^resembling
an
anti-black
group
notoriously knows as the Ku Klux Klan
(KKK). The voices of the hysterical
terrified women caused the other
residents to open their doors.
A few feet down from the room that
was being terrorized another young black
woman, Linda Askew, was subjected to a
very disturbing comment made by one of
her white associates, “Don’t look now,
Li nda—but the Ku Klux Klan is here.”
To defend themselves, three of the
young women who were in the room
grabbed the only available weapon —a
broom. After striking the hooded; men,
they caused them to leave the floor.
After they had left the dorm the
security guard who was at the desk
pursued them and eventually caught two.
Because there were several young men, it
was difficult for the security guard to
apprehend even two df them.
One of the ResidenceAssistants from
Stone Hall apologized after the incident.
The dorm Director of Webster Hall and
other security guards were also present.
The young men involved were brought to
Webster Lounge for questioning. Most of
their answers were unsatisfactory.

Soapbox

Other Side
To the Editor:
For the past two weeks you have
carried articles relating to the musical and
social differences between rock and disco
music. Unfortunately, I can’t say I’ve
enjoyed the way you handled the issue,
which to say the least, has been biased
and unfair to the whole disco scene. To
further support my protest I would like
to bring out two pointy.
First, the people whom you spoke to,
who hate disco, are not qualified to speak
knowledgeably about it because they are
never exposed to the clubs. These people
condemn disco for the sole reason that
THEY don’t like it. This narrow-minded
attitude is regrettable.
Second, disco music should be
recognized as a form of music just like
rock, jazz and blues. Discotheques should
be seen as places where people can meet
each other, dance if they want to and
relax. I see no difference between the
discos of the ‘70s and the ballrooms of
the ‘40s. All that nonsense about “phony
atmospheres” bums me up. In any social
gathering place you will see good,
together people and disgusting phonies,
be it a disco or anywhere else. ,
For God’s sake, try to be openminded
and objective in covering a story, not
slanted to one side. That’s responsible
journalism!
Juan Iglesiar
political science/1978

history of

to be related.
In view of such incidents, it would be
wise for MSC to consider an in-depth
program on the history of blacks and
other minorities.
The program should apply especially to
incoming freshmen who come from
backgrounds with limited exposure to the
black culture.
The feelings of black students are
constantly being abused by “pranks”
such as these.
We would hope that students at MSC
are not insensitive of the history and
meaning of the Ku Klux Klan.

and other

Robert Quintyne is a junior
economics major and vice president o f
CAR.

We aren’t sure if the following incident
is related to the initial one but on March
13, one of the black women of Webster
returned from dinner to find “KKK,”

••• it would be wise
for MSC to consider
an in-depth program
on the
blacks

minorities.”
along with a racial slur, scratched on her
door.
On March 2 1 a meeting was held in
Dean Blanton’s office concerning these
incidents. The result w$s that the young
men involved in the initial incident were
forced to leave Stone Hall for the
remainder of the semester. They were
also put on permanent social probation
and assigned to do a racial awareness
project for Dean Harris.
No one was accused of the writing on the door and the incidents weren’t proven

Letters to the editor
should be typed,
double-spaced and not
exceed 150 words.
The MONTCLARION
reserves the right to edit
dU letters fo r brevity
and style.
Deadline fo r letters
is Monday 10 ant
before
the Thursday’s issue.

Try Again
To the Editor:
An open letter to Anita Walters,
Director of Equal Opportunities and
Affirmative Action at MSC.
I believe that your “cure” for job
discrimination is actually another, closely
related disease. It is the disease of a
system that says people should be judged
and classified by what “group” they
belong to, as opposed to each person
being his own unique individual (i.e.
quota systems). Along with being so
clearly hypocritical in its cries for social
justice, it takes an almost patronizing

attitude toward the minority groups TMBV [ THIS £TWCS- CLEANINGTAK£S
TD1M6, BUT WE CAN NOW$ Y THAT W£ VB
m OUR. OWN MOUSE IN ORDER'" '

taken under its wings. Whether the
pendulum swings this way or that,
somebody is being discriminated against ;
somebody is being forced against his will
to do or not to do something. The fact
that this is being done by our own
government instead of private industry
only compounds the evil.
I am sure that your intentions are
basically good, that you do want justice
but, as the title of your article and you
yourself infer —the scales are being
tipped. Well, they must be tipping onto
someone; that someone counts too.
Whether it is done publicly or privately, it
still amounts to the same thing:
discrimination
is discrimination is
discrimination ...
Leonard Horn

muncthempy/i98o -^ANOW,WW SCN, I JltlNK m i& ¡.S H O W HAVE P K A (K ® 'S ( tW iM ^ Y C ^ A S O :
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Spring Fever Infects MSC
SPRINGTIME (FIN ALLY!): The warm weather hit the campus this week but hard. Qockwise from
above, pictured are: Nancy Ream y fondling an Easter chick; a student skateboarder caught on the prowl
earlier this week; student film makers dramatize a frisbee contest and teacher Phil Winters conducts this
unusual art class, moved lock, stock and barrel into the mall, while catching the rays.

Springtime photos by Timothy Costello
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presents.

Latin Week '77
Wednesday, April 13

Tuesday. A pril _12

p ^ y

M arlin Fierro

Film:

¿ a Piedra Preciosa

depicts the struggle of a Hispanic fam ily.

Place:

Ballrooip A

Lecture:

Time:

12 noo

KAn urgent call to the Hispanic American
unity in a play which contains it all, music
drama, and joyous situations.

Latin American Influence
on European Literature

Play written in 3 acts by Tony Ferrara

■^Speaker w ill be Dr. Bolletino, professor5^
from the Spanish/ltalian department
Place:

Ballroom A

Time

a member o f LASCX

: 8pm
Place: Memorial Auditorium

Time: 8pm

Thursday. April 14
Art Exhibit
__ C o n tem porary
LatirfA m erican Arl

i

L a tin C o n c e r t

i

featuring
International Choir of Maestro

Place: Ballroom B

Time: 10am
til 8pm

Folkloric Ballet of Curazao.

Edo, th e Spanish Dancer
Orlando Penn

Saturday, April 16

L A T IN D A N C E

^uan ^ *ee‘n*
Leonela Gonzalez

Emilhmo

Juollito Rosilh)

Marisel Luzero
Roberto Antonio

Lulu

Sarah M olina

w ith

S a fari
a ls o D isco M u s ic

Tony Ferrara

M yra Garcia

Masterxof Ceremonies: David Interian

7

Place: Life H all Cafe.

Time: 8pm til 1am
/

Admission: $1 w / MSC ID

$2 guests

free refreshments /

Place: m em orial Auditorium
Time: 8pm
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Sky

the LinütforMuseum Exhibition

By Nina Lacy

ch il dre n.
The
speakers
mentioned another kind of

Kites, all kinds of kites, are on
exhibition at the Montclair Art
Museum through Sun., May 8. In
the mood p i spring, the museum
has mounted an exhibition of
jp an y fanciful designs of kites in
the Little Gallery.

kite, the kite bearing a Mexican,
pre-Zapotec stone mask design.
The kites on display are on
loan from High as a Kite, Inc.,
Go Fly A Kite and Caleb
Crowell of Montclair. Admission
is free to the public. The hours
are: Tuesday-Saturday 10 am to
5 pm, Sunday 2 pm to 5:30 pm
and they are closed Mondays.

The kites are from all over the
world. Among many there are: a
warrior’s face kite from Japan; a
Chinese crane and phoenix, a 45
foot dragon kite with rainbow
tails; insects with detachable
wings, revolving eyes and
spinning tails from mainland of
China; fighter kites from India; a
tetrakite (tetrahedral) designed
by Alexander Graham Bell an$ a
Brazilian bird kite. Some of the
kites are fighter kites.
There is also a “ferry,” a
device which climbs the kite
string and one kite which
doesn’t fly, an eight-foot long
centipede.
When viewing the interesting
presentation of the kites in a
dazzling array from the ceiling
and from all the walls of the

On Sat., April 30, Crowell will
lead a “ Kite Day” at the
museum and at Mountainside
Park with the Montclair Parks and
R ecreation
D e pa r t m e n t
co-sponsoring.

M O N T C L A R IO N /M a u re e n Baker

THIS IS A KITE?: Yes! A nd there
Museum.
museum’s Little Gallery, the
onlooker is imagining how
splendid the kites would look if
they took off in the air far up
into the sky.
Last Saturday the museum

are others as equally impressive now on exhibit in the M ontclair A rt
presented a program planned by
its education department and
conducted by staff members
Terry Josephson and Ruth
Green who gave a talk about the
exhibition. The audience was

told that the “fighter kites were
used in actual combat. The
importance of kites during the
special Boys’ Festival in Japan
was also discussed. In Japan
parents fly kites to honor their

Arts Schedule

Now through Mon., April
, 18 -Library
Lobby student
exhibition by William Pope.
Now through Fri., April
2 2 -‘ A r t i s t
Richard
Anuszkiewicz will exhibit in
MSC’s Gallery One.

M O N T C L A R IO N /B o b G u lin o

M ASTER: Paul Olefsky (left) a cellist o f world-wide fame,
conducted a master class in the Music Building on Monday.

I ' / 1D P H O TO S \
||/M oke Up Session

*

II
April 14, 1977
* Student Center Meeting
9:00 A M * Rooms 3 & 4

*
*$

*
¥t\

8:00 PM

Fri., April
1 -T h e Jan
Wodynski Dance Company in
Memorial Auditorium at 8:30pm
Thurs., April 14 -P otter,
author and teacher Susan
Peterson a t MSC’s Art Forum.

On that day, Crowell will
demonstrate the making of an
Indian- kite at 1:30 pm at the
Montclair Art Museum. He is a
well known kite flyer and
technical consultant for the
book Kites and Kite-Flying by
Will Yolen.
Bring your kite on that
Saturday at 2:30 pm to 4 pm to
Mountainside Park and fly your
own kite!

Arts
Writers
Needed

Thurs. night
Corn Beef and Cabbage and plenty of liquor
specials Jamie Gacos at 9:30 pm
TRIAD

Fri. 5 p m -8 p m

¥:
$

*

W eekend W a rm -U pl^-cT ''''“'’25 Draits
'
~~
Shots
Spn. M S C n ig h t ---- —The Amazing Cassidy (mentalist)
"Liquor Special" w /ID
Every Tues. n ig h t ---- Poo/ Starfield & the M utant Kings
Two shows, 9:30 & 11:30

W ed. n ig h t ----- -T h e return of the fabulous STREETDANCER

ht"
2 3 *% ^ ° P en Fri-> Sat
^ ¿*S ou th at corner of
noon on
*main St.f Little Falls just
south of Wlllowbrook 785-3044

18'. MON^CLAKlOWThursday'. March’31,1977

New *Airport*Drowns
By Peter Baligian
If you missed the Poseidon Adventure and
the two Airport movies, you might as well miss
Airport ‘77, the latest in a long line of boring
disaster movies.
First they capsized an ocean liner, then they
blew up a jet and finally crashed a small plane
into a jumbo jet. There was nothing left to
destroy, so they combined Airport with
Poseidon and came up with-a dry, underwater
bomb.
; The plot; if you want to call it that, focuses
around the maiden voyage of a special plane
(owned by super collector and very rich Phillip
Stevens,alias: Jimmy Stewart) and its expensive
cargo: priceless air pieces, antiques and a few
very
important
people.
Among the
distinguished guests aboard the plane are Karen
Wallace (Lee Grant), Nicholas S.T. Downs
(Joseph Cotten) and Emily Livingston (Olivia
de Havijland).
Of course for a flight like this, only the best
pilot in .the world will do for the powerful
Stevens. So in steps Don Gallagher (Jack
Lemon) along with troubleshooter Stan Buchek
(Darrin McGaviri) to guide the plane safely to
its destination —a special museum donated by
Stevens.
Guess what. The plane never makes it to the
museum.
Unknown to the crew and passengers is a
plot to hijack the plane and swipe the valuable
merchandise, led by the co-pilot (Monte
Markham). All aboard are gassed save for three
bad guys. Markham changes course and brings
V
________________________ __________

the plane down to within 100 feet of the ocean
to avoid radar detection. Their new course
takes them into the Bermuda Triangle.
' Then it happens. The weather suddenly
changes to a dense fog and the crooked pilot
can’t see. Through the mist he catches a glimpse
of a tall, dark object. Before he knows what’s
happened the object materializes into a
monstrous oil tower. The wing of the plane
hits the tower. One thing leads to another and
Lemon and his passengers wake up to find
themselves beneath the sea. Because of the
pressurized cabin the people' are safe —for a
little while.
Aside from the actual crash and ensuing
rescue, .the flick moves as fast "as a wounded
snail. Lemon and McGavin spend the whole
movie running around the submerged plane
checking for air pressure, leaks and other
problems. Grant, who plays the spoiled wife of
a wealthy man, provides a bit of corny humor
as she tries to talk to her removed husband,
Martin, played byChristopherLee.
There is the usual flooding, weakened
bulkheads and various other parphernalia that is
synonymous with these recurring disaster
movies. And of course, there is always the furr
of guessing who will survive and who will die.
It’s not that bad, though. During the rescue
scene, the audience is treated to the U.S. Navy’s
latest techniques in recovering a submerged
ship —or in this case, jet.
But then again, who cares?
Airport ‘77 is now playing at the Wellmont in
Montclair.

BEND AND STRETCH: Dancers in the Jan Wodynsky Dance
company perform a changeover here as they will in\ Memorial
Auditorium on Fri., A pril 1 at 8:30.

Dance, Dance, Dance
The Jan Wodynski Dance
Cornpany will present a concert
in Memorial Auditorium, MSC,
on Fri., April 1, at 8:30 pm. The
concert is part of a series of
spring dance events sponsored
by the college’s Office of
Cultural Programming.
Jan Wodynski established her
company in 1969 and since that
time has developed a range of
repertory works described as

“contemporary.”
The Jan Wodynski Dance
company, which is based in
Jersey City, participates in the
National Endowment for the
Arts Dance Touring Program.
Admission is $1.50 for
students and $2.50 for others.
Further information about the
concert may be obtained by
calling the Office of Cultural
Programming at 893-5112.

Music Factory Grand Opening Sale
380 Totowa Rd. At Union Blvd. Totowa, N.J. 201*742*0118

“Anim als”

Pink Floyd

“ H a rb o r”

Rumours”

Jeth ro Tull

“Song from the W ood”

Special 3^99
a

regular 7.99

Wings

,y

“ W in g s O v e r
A m e r ic a ”

-

S tevie W o n d er
“S o n g s in t h e
K e y o f L ife”

Neil Diamorid
“L o v e a t
th e G re e k ”

Special 7.98 Spécial 6.98
regulan 3.98
regular 11.98
Im port &
U nderground LP’s

Blind Faith <

8 Track Tapes & Car Stereos
MUSIC PACTORY

??***«

Special
6.98
regular 13.98
S p ecia l 2.99

RECO RDS - TAPES - C A R STEREO S
3 8 0 T O T O W A R O A D , T O T O W A N.J. 0 7 5 1 2

SOLID SILVER HANDCRAFTED CUSTOM JEWLERY

rThe Record Collecto:
-

Rita Coolidge
A n ytim e... Anywhere
A& M (SP4616)
Sultry
chanteuse
Rita
Coolidge, on her fifth LP,
A n y tim e ... Anywhere
has
chosen a variety of rock, jazz
and
blues
songs
that
complement her style and
talent.
On
previous
works,
Coolidge has proven herself
to be a powerful vocalist with
a deep, husky honey-smooth
sound. Here Coolidge adds
new dimension to such
well-respected tunes as the
Bee Gees’ haunting “Words,”
thé' white soul of Boz Scaggs’
beautiful “We’re All Alone,”
Neil Sedaka’s “The Hungry
Years” and the Sam Cooke
classic “ Let the Good Times
Roll.” ^
In this day of the up and
coming female performer
Coolidge should soon have a
following comparable to
superstar Linda Ronstadt.
Even in the looks department
Coolidge has Ronstadt beat
hands down with her long
black hair and tawny Indian
features.
- More important
is the
undeniable fact that Coolidge
is a southern lady with
unfathom able
talent.A nytim e ... Anywhere is a
further
indication
that
Coolidge herself is just
beginning to discover her
capabilities.
Lydia De Fretos

Keith Herman
Good News Day
M id la n d
In te r n a tio n a l
(BKL1-1949)
After discovering such
no-talents as John Travolta,
Silver Convention and Carol
Douglas, Bob Reno, president
of Midland International
Records, may have come up
with a winner.
His name is Keith Herman
and his debut album, Good
News Day, . is full of good
vocals, melody and rhythm
and overall early British
sound.
Herman (his real name is
Herman Keith Adelsohn) is
no Britisher though. He was
bom in Bogota (Columbia
not NJ) but moved to and
grew up in the US from the

_ 'M y

-

age of three. His earliest
influences were the Beatles,
the Stones and the rest of the
British Invasion groups ... and
you can hear it.
The title cut, “Good News
Day,” is a perfect example.
It features a smooth Herman
voice along with rounded
melody. Conversely, the song
“Bad to Me” (not the Paul
McCartney tune —all of the
songs on the LP are Herman
originals) is bouncy and a lot
of fun. Both o f these tunes
have little in’ common with
each other but they do
represent the light, rhythmic
songs of the early to
mid-1960’s.
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Pulitzer Winner at
By Richard Galasso
Pulitzer Prize winner Jacob Druckman
presented two lectures on his compositions and
conducted the American Brass Quintet through an
inspiring version of his own “ Dark Upon the
Harp,” on Tuesday afternoon in McEachern
Recital Hall.
Druckman, who lectured at 9 am and 10:30 am,
played a recording of his electronic composition
“Animus II” before the live concert.
“ I walked into electric music late in life,”
Druckman said. “I had established false ideas. The
vibrato and dynamic levels in electronic music can
capture human energy.”
The eccentric, lively piece that was recorded by
two percussionists and a soprano vocalist on
electronic tape contained sounds of high
frequency popping and snapping, flapping wings
echoing in a cave, jazz vocalise singing, jet plane
take-offs, mangled tape sounds, laughing, sighing,
raindrops and vocal lingual R’s followed by
continuing p e r c u s s i o n ,
“The vocal parts are theatrical onomatopoeic
and international phonetic sounds,” Druckman
Explained.

The lecture and the recording was followed by a
1 pm concert by the American Brass Quintet.
Druckman again gave a short lecture before the
Quintet played his “Other Voices.”
The piece, specifically written for the Quintet,
was skillfully performed. Short chipped trumpet
notes and long, loud trombone howls were
frequently heard throughout the number. It was
another off-beat piece with no tempo or melody.
“ Dark Upon the Harp” was conducted by
Druckman and played by the Quintet with
accompaniment from soprano Beverly Morgan and
two percussionists.
The piece changed rapidly from violence to
blissful serenity, weaving jazz and dance oriented
elements.
The spirited Morgan sang the six psalms story of
trouble, fear, violence, joy and contentment with
incredible versatility. Druckman praised the
Quintet and the players as virtuosos.
Druckman’s
compositional
talents
were
obviously of the highest caliber too. His
techniques were extremely contemporary and his
methods were fresh and arousing.

The album is not without
its ballads though. “I am a
very sensuous person. I like
dinners and candlelight and a
gift of one rose,” says
Herman. This is evident on
some of his McCartney-like
love songs. “She’s There,”
“There Must Be Love” and
“Somewhere There’s A Star”
are decent ballads, maybe just
a bit overdone. “Most o f All”
is positively overdone, as it is
saturated with I need you’s
and I love you’s.
Unlike
many
other
Midland recording artists,
Herman seems to have some
talent. If they don’t try to
make him into a “pop idol”
he might go places.
B y Tony Grasso

Runaways
Queens o f Noise
Mercury (SRM-11126)
Ignoring as best as possible
all the hype and hoopl a I’ve
come to the conclusion that
the Runaways are as tasteless
in concept as they are pitiful
in execution. The music and
musicianship are lifeless and
predictable and worst of all,
the lyrics are trite and
efnbarassingly self-conscious.
I wish I could say that it was
a good idea that failed but I
feel Kim Fowley (it was his
idea) is too old to actually
remember being a teenager,
consequently ... You can fool
some of the people some of
the tim e...
By E. Jeffrey DeRome

Go
fora
Master’s.
Only a master ale-maker can brew McSorley’s Cream Ale.
It takes knowledge that doesn’t come overnight to develop
a hardy brew. Bold and invigorating. Robust. Full-bodied. Yet
smooth every sip o f the way.
Only a master can brew the aroma —and the flavor that
says it’s.McSoriey’s.

TheAleMaster^Ale
McSorley s L td , Orange. N J & New Bedford. Mass.
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Musicians Prove Their Value
By Richard Galasso
In January the MSC music department wanted to become
recognized by the world as serious musicians. From an unrealistic'
goal came a real conclusion. The world has not witnessed the
developed virtuoso techniques of the MSCjuusfcians. That’s because
the world was not inside Carnegie Recital Hall last Sunday evening.
The people who were inside saw what everyone else missed: a
flawless performance. Flawless in musicianship, unerring in vocal
abilities and diverse in the Selection of compositions.
The third and final performance of the three-part series was
masterfully arranged and performed. Playing compositions of past
and present Italian composers, the MSC musicians displayed their
most diverse assortment of musical groups. A brass ensemble, the
Monteverdi Consort, the MSC Chamber Orchestra and two other
small groups capped off the successful Carnegie Recital Hall series.
The Montclair College Brass Ensemble opened the shbw under the
direction of Herbert Rankin, MSC instructor and member of the
American Brass Quintet. Rankin conducted the Ensemble through
two compositions by Giovanni Gabrieli. Surrounding Rankin in a V
shape, the Ensemble explored the polyphonic textures and tonal
contrasts of Gabrieli’s, “Canzon Noni Toni” and “Canzon Primi
Toni.” The precision of these brass instrumentalists became vivid on
both of the heavily oriented compositions.
The six movement s e s tin a “Lagrime d’Amate al Sepolcro dell’
Amata” was performed by the Montdair College Monteverdi
Consort, conducted by David Randolph.
Monteverdi, who grew up between the Renaissance and Baroque
periods, led music from the obsolescent polyphonic stages of the late
Renaissance through the operatic forms of the cantata and
orchestrated church music by experimenting with harmony,
chromaticism and musical structure.
This sestina, written between 1610 and 1614, was composed for a
young female pupil of Monteverdi’s who died at the age of 18. The
poetic, all chorally structured piece was his last polyphonic

Arts
Scene

composition. The newer monodic style with the melody in. one voice
supported by chords in the other parts was expertly sung by the
choir. The virtually flawless, controlled, placid, mournful whispers
of the consort may have been the highlight of the Recital Hall series.
The ever present Gerard Schwarz conducted the entire second half
of the program that started with Vincent Persichetti’s contemporary
dance piece “ King Lear.” The abrupt, turbulent opening is followed
by disjunct banging from the pianist.

Works
byRichard
Anuszkiewicz, a New Jersey
painter
who
has won
international fame as an
exponent of optical art, will
be on view in Gallery One,
through April 22. The exhibit
includes “ Inward Eye,” a
series, of 10 paintings done in
acrylic on panels and a large
acrylic
painting
entitled
“ Double Spring.”
Gallery One is open to the
public
without
charge
Monday through Friday from
9 am to 5 pm. Further
information may be obtained
by calling Harry -Rosenzweig,
d i re c to r
of
cu lt ura l
programming at the college,
at 893-5112.

Dominated by woodwind variations, this dissonant piece grew
more intense and interesting with each passing moment. It has no
central theme of familiarity yet captivates the listener with
suspenseful and rigorous dynamics. The musicians again drew
tremendous applause from the audience.
Luciano Berio’s tribute to Martin Luther King, “o king,” was a
moody and eerie piece that featured soprano Brenda Fairaday. In
this number the voice serves as an instrument exploring the ground
between vocal and instrumental lines. Fairaday, who quietly
blended her voice with the tonalities of the instruments ended the
number by unleashing an immense high-pitched note that filled every
inch of the Recital Hall.
The Montclair College Chamber Orchestra ended the show with
Luigi Dallapiccola’s “Piccola Musica Notturna.” Concertmaster and
violinist Oscar Ravina preceded Schwarz on the stage and asked the
musicians to tune their instruments. Even the tuning sounded
beautiful.
The large group had trouble assembling themselves on the Recital
Halt stage but had little difficulty performing Dallapiccola’s
composition. The string oriented piece used a poetic theme amid
changing dynamics'
This performance added the finishing touches on what the MSC
musicians had planned to achieve. Their skill and confidence has
bordered on professionalism. Many already are professionals. The
rest will undoubtedly succeed.

Microtonal music will be
the subject of a lecture,
demonstration and recital to
be presented by three Dutch
musicians
in
McEachern
Recital Hall, MSC, on Fri.,
April 15, at 11am. The event,
sponsored by the Music and
A rt
Organizations
Commission, is open to the
public without charge.
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The SILC Co-ed Volleyball League is in its second week of
competition. The 32 teams vying for the championship play twite
a week in Panzer Gym. League Co-ordinators Ellen Baureis and
Cathy Cooper indicate that no team has emerged as a clear cut
favorite for the championship yet.
APO and U.S.U.K. II. High Games and High Series are as
follows.
Division I
B.Breen
High Game
246
Men’s '
D. Simonini High Series
Í8 3
Men’s

Division II

Women’s

Division I

Women’s

Division II

J. Currie
P. Nagel

High Game
High Series

227
550

W. Rodrigues High Game
W. Ridrigues High Series
High Game
J. Ross
High Series
L. Davis

208
546
201
500
UP AND OVER: Some heated action takes place in SILC ’s Volleyball League Monday night at Panzer
Gymnasium.

The Men’s and Co-ed Softball Leagues are scheduled to start
the week of April 18. All applications are due in the SILC office,
4th floor, Student Center, by 12 noon on Thursday, April 14.
Individuals are encouraged to sign up and they will be placed on a
team.
SILC Notes - Water Polo, Wednesdays, 6 to 7:30 pm ip the
Y Pool- Slimnastics, Wednesdays, 8 to 10 pm in Gym 4.

Squaws
Feast
Cont. from page 24

m..:

she admitted. Except for a little
wildness, I think she’s ready to
go.”
NOTES: Deutch’s single and
three-base error was a good
shot— could have been an
H R ... Squaws had a field day
against lob pitching ... Umpire
ruled first Brooklyn pitcher was
throwing sidearm and therefore
was throwing illegal pitches .
BROOKLYN C.
MSC

M O N T O L A fUON./Pete Ballgian

Winning Pitcher: (MSC) Pat Marion
Losing Pitcher: (BC) Jasmin McGibbon
HR—None

PHOTO FINISH: The ball seems to have Brooklyn gal beat in
Tuesday afternoon action at Brookdale. She was thrown o u t by MSC
catcher Mary Jane Deutch.
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Available
RESPONSIBLE
Individuals To Do
Telephone Soliciting
from our Clifton office
M O N .- FRI. 5:30-9:30

2.75 p/hr.

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
NO SALES INVOLVED
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DOWNING
STREET
PUB

Live Entertainment
Every Friday and
Saturday Night
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NO COVER CHARGE;

I

V

Live Jazz This Weekend by Aurora
Mixed Drinks .90 — Jumbo Sandwiches
Kitchen Open Til lam
15 Howe Ave., Passaic. N.J.

201 473-6250

Stay Fit For
Your Game
Golf, Tennis, Skiing, etc., or
____ the Game of Life

THE NEW N au tilu s APPROACH TO TOTAL
, BODY CONDITIONING
TAKES JUST 30 TO 45 M INUTES TWO TIMES PER WEEK
- -

WHY IS THE NAUTILUS PROGRAM UNIQUE?

Because depending upon yo u r
g am e, NAUTILUS EQUIPMENT w h ile
to n in g you r body can also increase
s tre n g th , fle x ib ility , cardie vascular
o u tp u t, aid o rtho p edic re h a b ilita tio n
and e ffic ie n tly burn calories fo r
w e ig h t loss.'
f r e e in it ia l lesson

Located At:
Drug Fair Shopping Center
397 Rt. 46 West, Fairfielcf,
' l Vi mi. west of Willowbrook

227-5433
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Montes Sparks Trackmen
By Rich Wallace
Bob O’Dell, Matt Cronin, and
Roberto Montes came up with
winning performances Sunday,
leading the MSC track team to a
second place finish in the New
Jersey AAU championships at
Jadwin Gymnasium, Princton.
Returning from a bout with
the flu, O’Dell soared to a
personal best of 6’10” to place
second in the high jumpv Ron
Liteplo, NJ high school state
record holder, edged O’Dell on
fewer misses to take the title.
Sophmore Matt Cronin easily
won the shot put, heaving the 16
pounder 45’2” . MSC’s other
victory
came
from
an
unexpected source, as Montes
blazed to a 6.3 to take the
60-yard dash title.
Gene Russell improved his
600 yard time to 1:13.4, barely
losing the event and coming
home with the silver medal.
Scott Fredrickson, in his first
season of track, placed third in
his heat of the 600, running
1:22.
Third places went to John
Pendelbury in the pole vault,
and Rich Wallace in the 1000
yard run. Pendelbury easily
cleared . 13-,
but
then
experienced leg trouble and was

WMSC to Tlay Ball9
WMSC will be complementing
its fall and winter sport coverage
by broadcasting baseball games
starting Wednesday, April 6,
with the Squires of Kean College
playing host to the Indians. The
spring Schedule is as follows:
APR. 6 KEAN COLLEGE 3 PM
APR. 9 N. BERGEN-CLIFTON
11 AM (HIGH SCHOOL)
APR.14 WILLIAM PATERSON
COLLEGE 3:30 PM
APR.20 TRENTON STATE
COLLEGE 3:30 PM (WOMEN’S
SOFTBALL)

A P R . 22
SETON
UNIVERSITY 3 PM

HALL

A P R. 27
H.S. - TO
BE
ANNOUNCED
MAY 1 UPSALA COLLEGE 1
PM
MAY
3
RUTGERS
UNI VERSI TY
3:30
PM
(WOMEN’S SOFTBALL)
M AY
6 ___ F A I R L E I G H
DICKINSON UNIVERSITY 3
PM
MAY
9
PASSAIC
VALLEY-FAIR LAWN 3:30 PM
(HIGH SCHOOL)

forced to stop competing.
Wallace clocked in at 2:17.4.
MSC’s mile relay quartet of
Montes, Les Jackson, Tyrone
Sherrod, and Russell then
capped the meet off with a fine

3:29 effort, good enough for
second- place behind Trenton
State
College.
Only team
champion Shore A.C. outscored
the Indians in the meet.

Unexpected Decision
Last Thursday MSC finished
second at the Eastern Regional
of the US Track and Field
Federation
Championships.
Since that time,however, meet
director
A1
Seldney
has
informed MSC coach Richard
Grey that because of an illegal
competitor ^on the Shore A.C.
team, the final team standings
have been altered.
Six points have been deducted
from SAC’s winning total, giving

them 86 points and dropping
them into a tie with MSC.
Therefore, MSC has been
declared co-champions , along
with the Shore Athletic Club,
and a duplicate championship,
plaque will be awarded to the
MSC team.
This is MSC’s first major
championship under new head
coach Dick Grey.
-Wallace

Sports Sidelines
The MSC Soccer Team is
sponsoring.a T-Shirt Sale. If you
are interested in purchasing a
shirt, contact Mark Laurenti at
8934612.

nny auueies imeresiea « 1
joining the MSC Track and Field
Team are urged to contact Dr.
Richard Grey at 893-5175, or
stop by the track any afternoon
at^:3 0 .
______________

Please Patronize
Our Advertisers

Roots
T e x a s

GRAND OPENi:
A

New Idea In Leisure Footwear

Footwear by ELROSE
Tretom

We Feature New "SPECS"
Com e Down A nd
Look Us Over
Lower Level
A & P Shopping Center

T
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Squai
By Mary King
The MSC women’s fencing
team split a long dual meet
against the University of
Pennsylvania
and
Johns
Hopkins University, Saturday
at Panzer Gym, finishing the
regular season.
Although they lost to the
University of Pennsylvania,
11-5, in the first competition,
MSC was able to spring back
enough
to
beat Johns
Hopkins University, 9-7, in
the second.
The Squaws got off to a
sluggish start, while the
University of Pennsylvania
squad used some clever
waiting tactic* to bait their
MSC opponents.
In the first round of
action, MSC dropped the first
two bouts, until a psyched
Sue Egbert sharply took her
first bout, 5-0. Eileen Murray,
seeing her first action since a
car accident last week,
scrambled her way to a close
win, in a solid come-back
against a careful Ann Kaylor. „
The second round was
much the same, as MSC
grabbed two more victories in
four bouts fenced, keeping
the match tight. In the third
round, however, MSC lost
three tough bouts, while
Janice Kovatch warmed up to
her usual methodical attack,
grabbing the only MSC win.
^ But the fourth round

Fencers : Split Weekend
sealed the victory for the
patient Pennsylvania team, as
MSC suffered close defeats in
all four bouts.
Though MSC’s opponents
controlled
them
neatly
throughout the meet, the
struggle was much closer than
the score indicates. MSC lost
fou r
“ la-belle”
bouts,
meaning that they fought to
the last touch and lost 5-4,
four times.
„ “This was a close meet, but
disappointing,” coach Bonnie
observed. “The key to this
match was that we lost some
very close bouts.”
“We lost to Pennsylvania
last year,” she said. “But I
'thought that we got better
this year, and felt that we had
a chance to beat them.”
MSC fared much better
against
Johns
Hopkins
University ip the second
match.
The Squaws seemed to
loosen up, winning three of
four bouts decisively in the
first round, against some very
wily Johns Hopkins’ fencers.
Both teams split the
second, third and fourth
rounds, though MSC’s Janice
Kovatch and Eileen Murray
battled to win two very
crucial la-belle bouts, 5-4.
Kovatch kèpt a steady pace
throughout the meet, losing
only in the last round.
Murray started the fourth

,

round off with excitement,
defeating Debbie Strauch
with some quick moves in 'i f s
grueling, tension-filled bout.
Following Murray, teammate
Gloria
Aragona ' worked
swiftly for another victory,
and MSC locked up the
contest.
This was the first meeting
between both teams.
Kovatch went 3-1 against
Johns Hopkins University,
after posting a 2-2 record in
the first match. Egbert was
2-2 against b6th teams, while
Murray took one out of three
bouts in the first, and two
out of two in the second.
Aragona lost all four bouts in
the first meet, but recovered
nicely in the second meet,
2-0. Marian Lawlor went 0-2
against
Johns
Hopkins
University.
NOTES: As the season
closed, Farbstein reflected on
th e s Nati onal s,
“ The
Individuals especially can be
very straining,” Farbstein
noted.
“Each
bout
is
important, and you can’t let
up, for even a touch. That’s
the
difference
between
winning and losing; one touch
makes
that
difference.”
... The competition takes
place this Thursday through
Saturday at Madison College
M O N T C L A R IO N /T im o th y Costello
in Virginia... Team events
PRESSING HOME THE ADVANTAGE: M SC’s Janice Kovatch
will be held Thursday and
strategically positions herself in a battle against her University o f
Friday
Pennsylvania opponent last Saturday at Panzer Gymnasium.

An All-American Again
Carol Blazejowski, the all-time
leading scorer in Montclair State
College basketball history, has
been named to the Kodak
All-America Women’s Basketball
Team for the second consecutive
season.
The announcement was made
Saturday at the University of

?3

Minnesota where the AIAW
National Championships were
being played.
Carol, a junior, has scored
1964 points in three seasons and
this year was the top female
scorer in the nation with 919
points for a 34.0 average.

J.

C A R N IV A L .
is coming
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4th floor student center
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‘Cream P u ff Pitching

Ik

As Squaws Feast
By Pete Baligian
Aesop would have been
disappointed.
“Slow and steady” was not
the formula for victory in the
Squaws 13-0 opening day win
over hapless Brooklyn College

Tuesday afternoon at Brookdale
Park.
The key to the lopsided score
was the pitching. Brooklyn’s
t hree
p i t c h er ' s v lobbed
“ cream puffs” to the hungry
Squaws while MSC’s Rat Marion
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GOT YOU COVERED: Squaw shortstop Maria DeNorscio awaits the
arrival'of Brooklyn base runner in an attem pted steal o f second base.

The
B y Bill M ezzom o
The
s t at is ti cs
a r e n ’t
impressive: three wins, five
losses in eight games for a
“winning” percentage of .375.
But according to MSC baseball
coach Fred Hill, the Indians’
spring trip can’t be measured in
t hos e
often
meaningless
numbers.
“I’m satisfied with what we
did,” Hill said. “We played some
excellent competition, we did
nothing but concentrate on
baseball for bight day?, and we
definitely improved while we.
were there.”
MSC was 2-2 in the last four
games of the swing. The Indians
dropped a two-game series to
Miami Dade North (8-3 and 9-4)
but finished off the tour by
taking Miami Dade Downtown
twice, by scores of 8-4 and 4-3.
Playing the Florida based
schools is no easy task. All the
Dades (North, South, and
Downtown) have already played

«4 .

threw nothing but smoke en
route to a two hit shutout.The tempo of the game was
established at the very outset for
MSC. Squaw leadoff hitter Maria
DeNorscio reached first on four
straight illegal pitches. She
scored the first run o flh e season
all the way from first on four
successive balks.
Right fielder Cindy Marra
greeted relief pitcher Linda
Parker with a base hit to left and
scored on Santa Pandolfo’s
double to left corner. Dawn
Lacey, who plays second base
bunted into a fielders choice.
After a groundout, Maria Webb
bunted safely and stole second,
scoring on a base hit by Catcher
Mary Jane Deutch.
On the play, Brooklyn
centerfielder
Janis
Rubin
misplayed Deutch’s solid line
drive into a three base error and
allowed three runs to score.
Before the inning was over, MSC
had scored six runs bn three hits.
The Squaws consistantly hit
Brooklyn’s lob pitching, piling
up 9 hits and scoring in every
inning but the second.
Brooklyn, on the other hand
could not handle Marion’s
fastball. They weren’t getting

40
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THIS B A T ’S GETTING GETTING HEA V Y ... MSC shortstop Maria
DeNorscio gets ready to rip into a pitch.
the bat around and were
swinging late. The only three
balls hit to the outfield were
opposite field tries.
Brooklyn’s only threat of the
game was in the fifth inning
when Marion gotya little wild.
Two were on via a walk and an
error with one out but she
managed to escape the inning
untouched. She finished the day
with six bases on balls.
Despite the lopsided score,
head coach Marilyn Taigia

wasn’t.exactly thrilled with the
win.
“This was the first time 1 got
to see some of the girls in actual
game,” she said. “We did fine
today, but that was against lob
pitching. Our next game with
Seton Hall (March 31) will be
our big test.”
Taigia was impressed with
Marion’s pitching.
“Pat threw very well today/’

Cont. on page 21

iSpringSwing9- Forget the Stats
an extensive schedule and all
have
substantial
winning
records —21-6, 21-3, and 21-8
respectively —so the Indians
faced teams who are even past
mid-season form.
“Some of those Junior
Colleges are even better than
some four-year schools,” Hill
noted. “Good players will attend
a two-year school in order to be
ready for the pros early instead
of waiting it out.”
The purposes of most trips of
this sort isn’t winning however,
the purpose is to size up the
abilities of a team, and Hill
indicated that he , had an
excellent opportunity to do so,
even in the pitching department.
“I would have to say that our
pitching appears to be more than
adequate,” he observed. Almost
everyone of the staff had the
opportunity to pitch twice, and
those who didn’t, pitched a
number of innings in relief.
“ AIT o f the starters looked

pretty good, and Steve Whacker
and Mike Krill really pitched
exceptionally
well,”
Hill
continued. “ It looks like we
have good depth in that
department.”
Elsewhere Hill saw enough to
have formulated a tentative
starting line-up for the opening
day of the regular season. The
probable Indian starters will be:
catcher-Ralph Betcher, third
base-Rick Sabol, shortstop-Ed
Zangari, (who batted .325 last
season) left field-Nick Bilotta,
center field-Pete Horn (.315, 20
RBI’s in 1976), and right
field-John Guarino. Second base
is still not decided, jjoth Tom
Mine and Keith Murray played
the position in Florida. First
base is up for grabs also, as Jim

pitching with depth, pretty good
speed, and solid hitting,” he
said. . “We’re not a long-ball
hitting club, instead we get a lot
o f hits without batting with
power, which is just as
effective.”
Hill indicated that he didn’t
know 'immediately what to
expect in terms of conference
competition in the coming
months.
“Glassboro State seems to
have done qu ite, well on their

Florida trip and they seem to
have quite a Tew people back
from last season,” he noted.
William Paterson has their whole
club back so they should do
well. But at this poi nt I really
don’t know, w ell ha.'« to go
around once to tell.”
MSC
will
have
that
opportunity soon enough, as the
regular season begins on April 2
when the Indians face the New
Jersey Institute of Technology
at Pittser Field.

A Double Finale
With the Nationals looming in the future, the MSC women’s
fencing team finished off its season with a dual meet last Saturday at
Panzer Gym against competition they may face in the playoffs.
Story, page 23.

Unexpected Surprise

Csovelak and Pete Spear both
got playing time while Pat
Sehiavino saw duty as the
The MSC men’s track and field team ended its indoor schedule
designated hitter.
last Saturday at Princeton’s Jadwyn Gymnasium and received some
Hill characterized his team.
help from an “unexpected source.” Story on page 22.
“Overall we have good V .

